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London 2012 was the 5th Summer Olympic Games at which the Court of
Arbitration for Sport (“CAS”) of Lausanne, Switzerland set up its division of
Ad Hoc Arbitrators (“ADH”) to be resident at the Olympic Games. The ADH
since its introduction at the Centennial Games in Atlanta, Georgia in 1996
has been at every successive Summer and Winter Olympic Games to be an
onsite independent and impartial adjudication body providing 24-hour
resolution of disputes for use by anyone associated with the Games.
Athletes at London 2012 showcased an array of spectacular sporting events and the
Games were widely proclaimed by all as very successful. The ADH contributed to that
success by its resolution of disputes. There were 11 matters adjudicated, two more than
the number of resolutions at the 2008 Summer Games in Beijing. This article provides
an overview of all cases and elaborates on a select few. Wherever possible, they are
identified by their case number for those interested in reading the full award on the CAS
website.
Pre-Games
The ADH was seized of 3 cases before the Games Opening Ceremonies. In 2 of these 3
cases, in equestrian (CAS OG 12/03) and canoe kayak (CAS OG 12/04), the ADH found
that it could not order a remedy because the disputes origins were before the 10 days
before the opening ceremonies commencement of ADH jurisdiction. The third case, in
the sport of boxing (CAS OG 12/02), ADH jurisdiction was not found because the
applicant failed to comply with the time limit required by the internal rules of the sport.
The ADH did say in obiter dicta if they had jurisdiction the applicant would not have been
successful on the merits.
During the Games
Field of Play
With the Games under way, the first of two cases on sporting results arose when a photo
finish in women’s triathlon resulted in an appeal by the ultimately Swedish second place
finisher (CAS OG 12/10). The rule in question was the definition of finishing the
competition where the athlete’s body between the neck and the sternum must be the part
of the body that crosses the finish line. With one athlete leaning backwards it was
possible to distinguish between what otherwise looked like a dead heat. While the
athlete maintained that the referee had engaged in a rule violation, the ADH invoked its
now very familiar “field of play” doctrine to leave the results to stand as the referee had
determined them. That decision followed a long established line of both CAS and ADH
cases on the doctrine.
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A variation on the application of the doctrine arose when the Russian NOC, on behalf of
one of its sailing entrants, attempted to challenge the sailing IF’s decision (CAS OG
12/11). The race committee, after initial weather related postponement of a semifinal
race, ultimately canceled the race and in so doing disadvantaged Russian athletes who
were eliminated. The ADH declined to interfere in the race committee decision leaving
the results as declared by it. The case illustrates the speed with which the ADH can act.
The application was made at 8:30 a.m. on the Saturday of the last weekend of the
Games. A decision was required by noon to run the sailing race. One was delivered at
11:45 a.m.

Corruption in Sport
Aside from doping, a more insidious form of corruption exists in match fixing, gambling and
deliberate attempts to use less than best efforts in competition. None of these activities in London
2012 resulted in a case before the ADH but did make their presence felt in other forms.
The failure of athletes to use their best efforts and to play to lose occurred on two occasions: one
that was coined “Shuttle Gate” in badminton and the other in women’s football (soccer). In Shuttle
Gate badminton teams in round robin matches were competing to determine placement in the
upcoming knock out round. Four teams were found by the IF in badminton to have thrown their
games in an effort to gain more favorable matchups in the knockout rounds – be it for success or
preservation of medal chances for a country (as was the case with the team from China who
wanted to avoid playing the other team from China in the knockout round until the final match).
The IF used its rules to eliminate what were in effect the four best teams in the tournament from
the Games. That decision resulted in the Canadian women’s pair’s team advancing despite
having lost all its round robin matches.
In contrast to this action by badminton the soccer IF, FIFA elected to take no action against the
Japanese women’s soccer team who admitted to playing for a tie so as to not have to travel to
Glasgow, Scotland to play their next match that would have occurred had they won. In a match
against a heavily under matched opponent South Africa, Japan scored no goals with the match
concluding in a 0-0 draw. Upon being questioned by the media the Japanese coach, Norio
Sasaki, admitted that he had ordered his players to play to a strategic tie. FIFA differentiated this
case from that seen in Shuttle Gate for two primary reasons. First, FIFA argued that it was
impossible to prove that the players had indeed followed the coach’s orders and lowered the skill
of their play to achieve a strategic tie. Second, FIFA argued that unlike badminton, the fans had
not noticed that the Japanese team had altered their play and thus did not tarnish the reputation of
the sport in the way that the badminton incident did. The IOC later supported the decision
followed by FIFA that no discipline would be levied on the Japanese women’s soccer team.
Corruption in the form of gambling and match fixing was also a major concern. The circumstances
were ripe for it because Britain has very well developed legal gambling providers and the British
Broadcasting Corporation was to broadcast every hour of all Olympic competition at the London
Games. The IOC made arrangements with all parties to share information to try and ensure that
the Games were not affected by this form of corruption. To date of writing nothing of any
significance has been released in this subject area. Time may reveal more about this subject.
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Selection
One of the selection disputes involved a French Pent-athlete and the French federation
(CAS OG 12/08) challenging their IF in its decision to initially appoint the French athlete
to fill a vacancy and then changed and appointed an Irish competitor. The ADH rejected
the dispute indicating that the IF had properly selected the Irish competitor.
There was an unusual selection case in which the CAS had ordered a South African
equestrian rider to be on the South African team (CAS OG 12/01). The national
federation had ignored the ruling by CAS and a case for enforcement was brought to the
ADH. The ADH again ordered the national federation and the NOC to place the rider on
the team.
Another unusual set of circumstances arose when a Spanish 3000m steeplechase
competitor chosen to the Spanish Olympic Team was later removed for alleged
conversations with a trainer about doping methods (CAS OG 12/06). The Spanish
Athletics Federation removed him from the team. He applied to the ADH and was
reinserted onto the team because of insufficient evidence to support the Spanish
decision and thus violated their selection rules.
Doping
No Olympic Games occurs without some doping related issues arising. Three cases
were submitted to the ADH for a ruling, two of which related to infractions having taken
place before the Games CAS OG 12/05 and CAS OG 12/09) and another in which the
ADH exercised its discretion to merely reprimand the athlete (CAS OG 12/07).
There were eleven doping infractions acted upon during the Games by the IOC
Executive Board through the reports to it by the IOC Disciplinary Commission, none of
which were appealed to CAS. One decision of the executive board involved the stripping
Belarusian shot putter Nadzeya Ostapchuk of her Gold Medal. The absence of an ADH
appeal is likely because the IOC has jurisdiction to merely exclude the athlete from the
Olympic Village and the Games by removing their accreditation and eliminating their
event result. The IF for the sport discipline of the athlete involved has the jurisdiction to
deal with any anti-doping rule violation sanction in accordance with its rules and typically
does so after the Games where the usual suspensions are determined. Therefore, it is
rare to see a doping case at the ADH in all of its full dimensions since the WADA Code
came into effect at the Athens Olympic Summer Games in 2004.
Conclusion
The active role of the ADH can be appreciated by the foregoing review of their decisions.
The presence of the ADH to resolve disputes has become a part of the institutional
framework of the Olympic Games. Aside from adjudicating disputes its presence causes
other matters to be resolved by the parties rather than proceed to the ADH. Therefore, it
has both an active dispute resolution role and a prophylactic role in encouraging
disputants to resolve their differences. ■
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